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The influence of statistical surface roughnesses of the boundary of a metal on the spectrum and damp
ing of the magnetic surface electron states is investigated by the Green's function technique. It is 
shown that the results of the phenomenological theory derived in a previous paper by Kaner and co
workersl7J follow from the general formulas of the microscopic theory by successive scattering acts 
of electrons by an uneven surface are independent of one another. The damping of the surface states 
first increases in proportion to the magnetic field strength H and then in proportion to lt 13• In the 
opposite limiting case of strong correlation of the successive reflections, the damping is proportional 
to H2• Formulas are derived for the level shift of the surface electrons, and an illustrative physical 
interpretation of the results is presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN 1960, M. Kha1kin observed oscillations of the sur
face impedance of metals in weak magnetic fieldsl1J. 
Subsequently, Nee and Prangel2 J explained this phenom
enon as being the result of transitions under the influ
ence of a high-frequency field between magnetic surface 
levels. In a constant and homogeneous magnetic field H 
parallel to the boundary of the sample, the electrons 
whose orbit centers lie outside the metal at a distance 
approximately equal to the radius of the electron trajec
tory are reflected many times from the surface and 
drift along it (Fig. 1). Such electrons are called skip
ping. Their motion along the normal to the interface 
between the metal and the vacuum is finite and periodic 
and is therefore quantized. The quantum states of the 
skipping electrons are called magnetic surface levels. 
The oscillations of the impedance in a weak field ac
tually constitute cyclotron resonance with the magnetic 
surface levels. 

FIG. I 

The possibility of such a treatment of the oscillations 
is based on the fact that the reflection of the electrons 
should be specular. In other words, the metal-vacuum 
interface should be an ideal plane. Random irregulari
ties on the surface of the metal, even microscopic ones, 
lead to a partly diffuse scattering of the skipping elec
trons. The result is an additional shift and an additional 
damping of the magnetic surface levels, causing the 
resonance to become smeared out. The damping due to 
the scattering of the electrons by the surface of the 
metal is a function of the magnetic field and of the 
microscopic parameters of the boundary of the sample 
(the heights and lengths of the roughnesses). Therefore 
the surface damping can be separated from the ordinary 
volume damping. We note that recently there appeared 
experimental papers (e.g., l3 ' 4 J) devoted to a clarifica
tion of the dependence of the surface damping of the 
electronic states on the magnitude of the magnetic field 
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H. The undoubted interest in the study of the influence 
of the roughness of the boundary on the line shape of the 
Khalkin oscillations is connected with the possibility of 
the investigation of the fine structure of metallic sur
faces. 

A qualitative discussion of this question is contained 
inl5 ' 6 J. Subsequently, a detailed analysis was presented 
by Kaner and the authorsl7J. That paper is based on the 
fact that in the quasiclassical approximation the average 
wave function of the electron at the surface of the metal 
can be represented in the form of a sum of two plane 
waves-incident and reflected-with a known reflection 
coefficient V that depends on the microscopic param
eters of the boundary. It should be noted that such an 
approach to the problem, although sufficiently evident, 
requires proof and a derivation on the basis of a consis
tent microscopic theory. In the present paper we inves
tigate by the Green's function method the influence of 
the statistical roughnesses of the boundary of the metal 
on the spectrum and damping of the magnetic surface 
electronic states. This makes it possible to obtain not 
only rigorous criteria for the validity of the results 
ofl7J and to obtain for them a clear physical interpre
tation, but also to investigate in detail those limiting 
cases when the phenomenological approach developed 
inl71 is not applicable. This is all the more necessary 
also because certain conclusions of a recent paper by 
Fal'kovskit lBJ contradict the results ofl71 . 

The questicn of scattering of electrons by a rough 
bounttary of a sample is closely connected with the prob
lem of diffraction of waves by. statistically rough sur
faces. By now, a number of new solutions of this prob
lem were obtained by using methods that take multiple 
scattering of waves into accountl9 ' 101 . The fact that the 
change of the spectrum is the consequence of multiple 
scattering of electrons by a surface makes it possible 
to use the methods of diffraction theory, developed in 
particular for the problem of the change of the spectrum 
of natural modes in a rough waveguideluJ . 

2. FORMULATION OF PROBLEM. AVERAGE GREEN'S 
FUNCTION 

We consider a metal bounded by an uneven surface 
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x = ~ (r). We shall assume the roughnesses to be ran
dom, and the constant and homogeneous magnetic field 
H to be parallel to the averaged sample surface x = 0 
(the yz plane). The x axis is directed towards the inter
ior of the metal, and the z axis along the H vector. The 
planar radius vector r has coordinates y and z (Fig. 2). 

FIG. 2 

By ~ (r) we mean a random function of the vector r 
with zero mean value 

<-£(r)) = 0. (2.1) 

Assuming the roughnesses to be statistically homogene
ous, we can write the binary correlation function 
( ~ (rH (r')) in the form 

(S{r)£(r')) = a'»"(r-r'), (2.2) 

where a = ( ~ 2(r)) 112 is the rms height of the roughnes
ses (variance), J/"(r) is the correlation function. From 
the definition (2.2) it follows that J/'(0) = 1, 71'(- r) = JF(r), 
and finally VJf'(r) = 0 when r = 0. In addition, the func
tion Jl'(r) tends to zero as r-oo. The latter property 
follows from the obvious fact that at large distances the 
heights of the roughnesses do not correlate. We intro
duce the characteristic correlation radius L, the hori
zontal dimension of the inhomogeneities. We define it 
as the distance over which the function Jr(r) decreases 
appreciably. 

1. The problem of determining the spectrum of the 
surface electronic states reduces to finding the Green's 
function of the Schrodinger equation averaged over the 
ensemble of realizations of the random function ~ (r). 
Assuming for simplicity the electron dispersion law to 
be quadratic and isotropic, we obtain for the Green's 
function g'(x, r; Xo, r 0) the following equation 

[ ft' iJ mQ' ] --11- i/iQx-+-x'- e ~(x,r; x,,r,)=- 6(r- r,)6(x -x,) 
2m iJy 2 (2.3) 

with boundary conditions 

~(x-+oo,r;x0,r0)=0, S(x=£(r),r;x,,r,)=0. (2.4) 

We have introduced here the following notation: 
E:- energy, m- effective mass, n = eH I me- cyclotron 
frequency, e-absolute value of the electron charge, 
2nn- Planck's constant, c- velocity of light. The vector 
potential of the magnetic field H is chosen in the form 
A= {o, Hx, o}. 

Let the surface of the metal x = ~ (r) differ little 
from the plane x = 0. Then the second boundary condi
tion can be expanded in terms of the small parameter ~: 

S(O, r; Xo, r,) + s(r)S'(O, r; x,, ro) = 0, (2.5) 

where the prime denotes the partial derivative with 
respect to x. The approximate boundary condition (2.5) 
approximates well the exact condition if its first term 
is much larger than the second. To this end it is neces
sary that the "projection" of the de Broglie wavelength 
of the electron on the x axis, which equals 1 /kx, be 

much larger than the characteristic height a of the 
roughnesses: 

(2.6) 

We note incidentally that the boundary condition (2.5) 
appears also when account is taken of the interaction of 
the electrons with the surface short- range scattering 
centers (see, e.g.,[ 121 ). 

2. Before we proceed to determine the average 
Green's function, let us find the Green's function of the 
unperturbed problem, in which the metal-vacuum inter
face is the plane x = 0. This function So(x, r; Xo, ro) 
should satisfy equation (2.3) and the boundary conditions 
(2.4) and (2.5) with ~ = 0. From the spatial homogeneity 
of the unperturbed problem with respect to the variables 
r and r 0 it follows that 3'0 depends only on the difference 
r- r 0• It can therefore be sought in the form of an ex
pansion in plane waves: 

00 

S,(x,r;x,,r,)= J~G,(x,x,;p)exp{~p(r-r,) }. 
-~ (2nft)' . ,. 

where the two-dimensional momentum p with compon
ents Py and Pz is canonically conjugate to the variable 
r. For the Green's function G0(x, x0 ; p) we obtain from 
(2.3) the equation 

[ d' 1 x-X ' - fl' dx' +-:;;(-fl-) -11] G,(x,x,;p) = -6(x-x,)/liQ, (2.8) 

where 

e- p.'/2m 
11 = ftQ 

cp, 
X=- eH' 

_ (lie ) ''' f.t-- . 
2eH (2.9) 

The quantity 77fln represents the energy of the trans
verse (to the vector H) motion of the electron, X is the 
projection of the coordinates of the center of rotation 
of the electron on the x axis (Fig. 1), and J.L is the mag
netic length. 

The unperturbed Green's function G0 (x, Xo; p) satis
fying Eq. (2. 8) with the condition Go = 0 at x = 0 and 
x- oo can be found with the aid of two linearly indepen
dent solutions of the homogeneous equation (Eq. (2.8) 
without the right-hand side). One solution should equal 
zero on the unperturbed surface of the metal, and the 
second should vanish at x- oo. As a result we obtain 

r(-11+'/,) -• ( x) G,(x,x,;p)= D,_,h -- · 
f.tliQ l'2n fl 

\
D,_,,, (x' ~X)!Zl(x) for x < x,, 

X D,_,,,(x~X)!ll(x,) for x>x,; (2.10) 

!ll(x) = D,_,h ( x~X)D,-•;,( ~) -fl,_,1, (- x ~X)D,-~(- :) . 

Here r(x) is the Euler Gamma function, and the func
tions of the parabolic cylinder n 17 _1/2((x- X)/ J.L) and 
n 17 _1/2(-(x- X)/J.L) are two linearly independent solu
tions of the homogeneous equations (2. 8), with 
D17 _1/2((x- X)/J.L) vanishing at x- oo, 

The poles of G0(x, Xo; p) correspond to the spectrum 
of the electrons in the problem with a smooth separation 
boundary and, according to (2.10), are determined by the 
equation 
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D,,_'f,(-X/~t) = 0. (2.11) 

At fixed values of X (the coordinates of the rotation 
center) the dispersion equation (2.11) gives the condition 
for the quantization of the transverse electron energy 

1J=1J(n,X), 

and at fixed positive 71 we obtain 

X= Xn(TJ). 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The quantum number n = 1, 2, 3, ... is the number of the 
zero of the parabolic- cylinder function. Equation (2.11) 
has real solutions (2.13) only for real 71 ~ 1/2. The 
roots lie in the following region of variation of X: 

-2~tl'ti" <X< oo, (2.14) 
and their number is equal to the integer part of 71 + 1/2 
(n = 1, 2, 3, ... [71 + 1/2]). In addition, at a fixed value 
of 71, Xn(71) increases with increasing n; the maximum 
value of the X coordinate is reached at nmax = [71 + 1/2]. 
The meaning of the inequality (2.14) becomes physically 
obvious if it is recognized that 2 J.1. fTi = R 1 is the rad
ius of rotation of the electron in the plane perpendicular 
to the magnetic field H (Fig. 1). When X <-Rl, the 
electron trajectory is located entirely outside the metal, 
and consequently there exist no such states. 

The unperturbed electronic states corresponding to 
the solutions of Eq. (2.11) are divided into two different 
groups. One of them is made up of electrons whose 
orbit centers lie in the interior of the metal at a dis
tance larger than the radius R1 of the orbit: 

(2.15) 
Such electrons are not scattered by the interface, and 
we shall call them volume electrons. The second group 
includes the "surface" electrons, which collide during 
each turn with the boundary of the sample (Fig. 1). The 
X coordinate of the surface electrons lies in the range 

-2~tl'tl <X< 2~tl'fi- (2.16) 

Among all the solutions (2.13) of Eq. (2.11), only one 
can be located in the interval (2.15). If at the same time 
71 is a half- integer, then such a solution is X = co. 

Equation (2.11) has no volume solution if 71 lies far from 
half-integer values. 

The spectrum of the unperturbed electronic states in 
the quasi- classical approximation was analyzed in de
tail inl71 • For volume electrons the X coordinate is 
proportional to [-ln(71- n + %) + const] 112 , and for sur
face electrons the dispersion equation (2.11) is written 
in the quasi- classical approximation (n » 1) in the 
form 

TJ_[arecos(~ X-)+ X -(t-~)"]=n(n-~).(2.17) 
2~tl'TJ 2J.Ll'TJ 4J.L'TJ . 4 

3. Let us turn to the determination of the average 
Green's function ( ~(x, r; Xo, r 0)), the poles of which 
give the sought spectrum of the perturbed electronic 
states. It was shown inl 9' 101 that if the Green's function 
satisfies the boundary condition (2.5), then its mean 
value satisfies the following non-local boundary condi
tion (see formula (lOa) ofuoJ )1>: 

llJn [9 •10] this result was obtained for the Green's function of the 
Helmholz equation with the boundary condition (2.5). It is seen how
ever from the derivation given in [ 10] that formula (2.18) is valid for 
the Green's function of any Hermitian differential operator of second 
order. 

(~(O,r;x,,r,)) + Jd'r'..K(r-r')(~'(O,r';x,,r,)) = 0, (2.18) 

where .lt.(r- r') is the analog of the mass operator, for 
which there is given inl101 a diagram technique per
fectly analogous to that used in the theory of volume 
scattering. Since the roughnesses are statistically 
homogeneous and Jt depends on the difference r - r', 
the average Green's function should also depend only 
on r- r 0 • This circumstance enables us to seek it in 
the form (2.7). The Fourier component (G(x, Xo; p)) of 
the average Green's function should satisfy Eq. (2.8). 
We therefore represent it in the form of a sum of the 
particular solution Go(x, Xo; p) and the general solution 
of the homogeneous equation: 

(G(x,x,;p)) = G,(x,x,;p)-A(x,;p)D,_y, ( x~X}. (2.19) 

We note that expression (2.19) satisfies the requirement 
of regularity at x- oo. The unknown constant A(Xo, p) 
is determined from the boundary condition (2.18), which 
in the momentum representation is written in the form 

(G(O, x,; p)) + M(p) (G' (0, x,; p)) = 0. (2.20) 

Substituting (2.19) in (2.20) we obtain the final result 
for the average Green's function in the p representation 

Go' (0, x.; p)M(p)D,_,.( (x- X) IJ.L) 
(G(x, x,; p)) = G,(x.x,; p) D,_,,, (- X/~t) + IL-'D~_,,, (- X/~t)M (p) 

(2.21) 

Here the prime at the parabolic- cylinder function de
notes the derivative with respect to the argument. 

In concluding this section, we present a graphic 
representation for the Fourier transform of the mass 
operator, which characterizes the expansion of M(p) in 
powers of a 2 : 

p-q p-q p-q' ---- ----,,.. ,.. >--......._ ....... , /- ....... , 
1'1(p)= ~+ 

q q +q'-p q' 

------- ---- ---- (2 22) + _..,. ..... --........ ...... ........ + .,___"_.,.__'_,, .......... ____.~-----j>-___,...... +. .. . • 
............ ..,.," ------

We see that all the diagrams consist of three elements
a solid line, a dashed line, and a point. The dashed line 
is in correspondence with the Fourier component of the 
correlation function /f'(r): 

00 d2 ( . ) 
--•--- = W (p) == ~ 2n~ 9.1! (r) exp - T pr • 

p 
(2.23) 

We note that W(p) is an even, real, and positive-definite 
function. The solid line denotes the second derivative 
with respect to x and Xo of the unperturbed Green's 

. function at Xo, x- 0, Xo > x, multiplied by J.1. 2-tln. 
According to (2.10), this quantity is equal to 

(2.24) 

Finally, the point corresponds to the average height of 
the roughnesses a, and also to the momentum conser
vation law: the sum of the momenta entering the point 
equals to the sum of the outgoing momenta; the sum of 
the momenta outgoing from the first point of each term 
in (2.22) and entering the last point should be equal to 

00 

p. Integration J d2q/27T'h is carried out over all the 
-00 
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intermediate momenta q. Each diagram has an even 
number of points connected in succession by solid lines. 
In addition, the points are connected pairwise by dashed 
lines. It should be borne in mind here that the series 
(2.22) contained only such diagrams which cannot be 
broken up into two unconnected parts by breaking one 
solid line. 

We note that (2.22) contains not only diagrams whose 
beginning and end are connected by a dashed line (dia
grams of the first and third type). It follows therefore 
that Eq. (4.10) of[aJ for the mass operator is inexact, 
and corresponds to allowance for only the simple vertex 
in the Feynman diagrams, namely, no account is taken 
of diagrams of the type of the second and fourth terms 
in (2.22). It is easy to show, however, that the second 
and third terms give, generally speaking, contributions 
of the same order to the series (2.22) for M(p). These 
terms are important for estimating the limits of appli
cability of the approximation employed below. 

3. SPECTRUM AND DAMPING OF SURFACE 
ELECTRONIC STATES 

1. According to formula (2.21), the dispersion equa
tion for the determination of the spectrum of the elec-

. trons is given in our case by 

D.-y,(-X/p.)+_!_D:_,(-X/p.}M(p} = 0. (3.1) 
"" -

The quantization conditions are determined by the roots 
of this equation 7J = 7J (n, X, Pz), which, generally speak
ing, do not coincide with the solutions (2.12) of the un
perturbed Eq. (2.11). With the aid of (2.9) and the new 
rules for the quantization for 7J we can determine the 
spectrum of the electrons that are scattered by the 
rough boundary of the metal: 

e = e.(X, p,) +lie. (3.2) 

Here En(X, pz) are the unperturbed energy levels corre
sponding to the dispersion equation (2.11), and the com
plex quantity 6 E determines the change of the spectrum 
(Re 6 E) and the damping (- Im 6 E), due to the non
specular reflection of the electrons. Assuming the shift 
and broadening of the levels to be much smaller than 
the distance between neighboring energy levels 
(/<'lE/ « /En+ 1 - En/), we shall solve (3.1) by the pertur
bation method. As a result we obtain for 6 E 

lie= -liQ iJTJ ~~X) M(p). (3.3) 

Thus, the determination of the correction liE reduces 
to a calculation of the Fourier component of the mass 
operator. Within the framework of the assumptions 
made above we can confine ourselves in the series 
(2.22) for M(p) to the simplest (first) diagram: 

M() =-~ C d2 W( - ) D';_.,,(cqui!J.eH) 
P 21t1ip. J,, q P q D:q:..,1, (cq" I p.eH) ' 

liQfl=e-q,'/2m. (3.4) 

We shall discuss below in detail the character of the 
approximations made thereby. The integrand in (3.4) 
has simple poles, which are determined by the zeroes of 
the function of the parabolic cylinder and, according to 
(2.14), lie in the region bounded by the inequalities 

Taking this circumstance into account, we transform 
the integral (3.4) into 

0 2 'f C . -D~_,1, (cqv I p.eH) 
M (p) = - 2nlit-./__.:L dq, Jco dqy W (Pu- qy, p,- q,) D:;;:_,,, (cqy I p.eH) 

2 tlo J:;+1/s] 

- i :p.• ~ dq, .E W (Py- qyn; Pz- q,}, (3.6) 
-qo n=l 

where qn are the solutions of the unperturbed equation 
y 

(2.11) at 7J = 'if and X=- cqy/ eH. The first term in 
(3.6) determines the level shift Re 6 E, and the second 
the damping of the levels. 

Since the influence of the surface of the sample on 
the spectrum of the volume electrons is exponentially 
small even in the case of a plane boundaryl 7 J, we shall 
investigate 6 E only for surface electrons. It is seen 
from (3.6) that the damping of the surface electron states 
is determined by the sum of the probabilities of the 
transition due to scattering by the rough boundary both 
in the surface states ( lqyl :s,_ (2mE- q~) 112) and in the 
volume ones, corresponding to the last term in the sum 
(3.6). Indeed, each term of this sum contains the factor 
W(p- q), which determines the probability of scattering 
from pinto q in the Born approximationu3 J. In the 
quasi- classical approximation, the summation in (3.6) 
can be carried out only over the poles corresponding to 
the surface states, since the probability of transition to 
volume states is exponentially small. In fact; the elec
tron after colliding with the surface continues to move 
along a circular arc and ultimately again collides with 
the boundary of the sample. In other words, in the 
quasi- classical approximation scattering from the sur
face states leads only to transitions to surface states. 

2. Let us proceed to investigate those limiting cases 
in which the general formula (3.6) can be greatly simpli
fied. If the inequality 

(3. 7) 

is satisfied, then in the sum (3.6) W(Py- qy; Pz- qz) 
is a slowly-varying function of the number n, making it 
possible to replace the sum in the quasi- classical ap
proximation by the integral 

The integral in the sense of the principal value in the 
range- (2mE- q~) 112 ::s qy ::s (2mE- q~) 112 can be neglec
ted here. Using the quantization condition (2.17) and the 
quasi- classical asymptotic forms of the parabolic
cylinder function, we can readily derive the relations 

( oqun )-1 = 2ip. D~,1, (cqu I p.eH) = _ ~ (2me _ 2 _ ')''•. (3 B) 
an nli D- (cq 1 u.eH) nli' qy q, • 1j-l/a 11 r 

As a result, the formula (3.6) for M(p) is transformed 
into 

. a' s· M(p) =- ''2n/i' -· d'qW(p- q)}'2me- q'. 

Substituting (3.9) in (3.3) and recognizing that from 
(2.17) it follows that 

(3.9) 
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fl. i:I1'J(n,X) =- (1-~) 1'. l'Ti/arccos(-~). 
ax 41"'1'1 ' 2fl.l'1l 

we obtain for 15 E the final expression in the limiting case 
(3.7): 

liQ 
6s =- iz;-(1 + V). 

We have introduced here the following notation: 

'k ~ 
V= -1 +~J d'ql'2ms-q'W(p-q) 

nli' -oo 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

is the average coefficient of reflection of the plane wave 
with wave vector (kx, p/h) from a statistically uneven 
surface, first obtained by Bass[14 J; 

k 1 (2 ')" l'Ti . x=- me-p "=-SID<p 
li fl. 

(3.12) 

is the projection of the wave vector of the de Broglie 
electron wave on the x axis, and 

<p = arccos(-X /2~J.l'Ti) (3.13) 

is the glancing angle of the electron in the plane perpen
dicular to the magnetic field H at the instant when the 
electron collides with the surface of the sample (Fig. 1). 

From (3.10) we get directly the formulas (4.14) of 
the paper by Kaner and the authors[7 J, which were ob
tained under the assumption that the wave function of 
the electron near the boundary of the metal can be 
represented in the form of a sum of two plane waves
incident and reflected-with a reflection coeffficient V. 
From the foregoing derivation of formula (3.10) it fol
lows that such an analysis is adequate if the inequality 
(3. 7) is satisfied; this inequality can be written with the 
aid of (3.8) and (3.12) in the form 

(3.14) 

We recall that R1 = 2JJ...{ij is the radius of the orbit of 
the electron in a plane perpendicular to the magnetic 
field H (Fig. 1). The inequality (3.14) denotes that the 
distance between two successive collisions of the elec
tron with the surface of the metal A = 2R1 sin <p (Fig. 1) 
greatly exceeds the correlation radius of the rough
nesses L. It is obvious here that successive acts of 
scattering of the electron by the interface are indepen
dent. This, in fact, was the basis of the derivation of 
(4.14) in[7 J. 

3. When the correlation radius L is much larger 
than the de Broglie wavelength k-1 (k = v'2mE7-11) and the 
angles of encounter of the electron with the surface are 
not very small, then we obtain from (3.11) 

1+ V=2(kxu)'[1+iO{W(Iikx'/2k)}] (3.15a) 

for kL » 1 and (kx/k)2 » 2/kL. For extremely small 
encounter angles we have 

1+V=kxa'V k e'"1'(-2V 2 ja~ aw(p)) (3.15b) 
L n,l'P dp 

for kL » 1 and (kx/k)2 « 2/kL. Finally, for small
scale roughnesses the asymptotic form of the reflection 
coefficient is 

1 + V = k,a' {~(kL)' ·s w(p)p ap- 2iJ~ dp dw(p) } (3.15c) 
L 3 o o p dp 

for kL « 1. The correlation coefficient w(p) = i'!(pL) 
changes here over an interval on the order of unity in 

terms of the dimensionless variable p, so that the 
integrals of w(p), which enter in (3.15b) and (3.15c), are 
constants close to unity. The asymptotic formulas given 
above pertain to the simplest case of isotropic rough
nesses, when l; (r) depends only on r. A generalization 
of these results for anisotropic roughnesses (with the 
correlation radius dependent on the direction) reduces 
to an inessential change of the coefficients in 
(3.15a)- (3.15c). 

Substituting (3.15a)-(3.15c) in (3.10), we obtain ex
plicit expressions for the level shift (Re 15 E) and the 
damping (-Im 6E) of the surface electronic states. In[BJ 
it was concluded that the damping and the shift of the 
surface levels are quantities of the same order. From 
the formulas given above it follows that this, generally 
speaking, is not the case: when kL » 1 and (kx/k) 2 

» 2/kL, the shift is smaller than the damping by at 
least a factor exp(k~L/ 4k) 2 2 J, and when kL « 1 the 
damping is smaller by a factor (kLr3 than the shift. 
Only in the particular case when kL » 1 and the en
counter angles are extremely small do we have - Im 15 E 
= Re oE. 

We recall that the results (3.10) and (3.11) were ob
tained considering only the simplest diagram in the 
series (2.22) for M(p). Allowance for the next higher 
diagrams, proportional to a 4 , makes it possible to esti
mate the resultant error. Without writing out the rather 
cumbersome general formulas (the corrections to (3.4) 
of next higher order in a 2), we present the corresponding 
inequalities that ensure validity of formula (3.4) in the 
limiting cases considered above: 

(k,u)'<;;;;1 forkL;;;,.1 and (k.!k)'>2/kL; 

ka'! L<;;;; 1 for kL;;;,.1 and (k,/ k)'~ 2/ kL; 

(aIL)'<;;;; 1 for kL <if; 1. 

(3.16a) 

(3.16b) 

(3.16c) 

The first of these inequalities coincides with Eq. (2.6), 
the physical meaning of which has already been dis
cussed. The last inequality is equivalent to the require
ment that the surface be gently sloping-the ratio a/L 
must be of the order of the angles of inclination of the 
surface relative to the plane x = 0 (Fig. 2). For kL >> 1 
and glancing incidence of the electron on the metal
vacuum interface, the inequality (3.1a) is replaced by 
the stronger one (3.16b). This is connected with the fact 
that in the case of glancing incidence there is an in
crease in the probability of multiple diffraction of the 
de Broglie wave by the roughnesses of the surface upon 
collision of the electron with the boundary of the sample. 
These processes can be neglected when the height of the 
roughnesses a is much smaller than the dimension of 
the Fresnel zone ( L/k)112• 

We note, finally, that the conditions (3.16) ensure 
validity of the inequality 

I1+VJ<;;;;1. (3.17) 

As seen from formula (3.10), the width and shift of the 
levels are certainly small here compared with the dis
tance between them En. 1 - En~ 1Thst/<p, as was assumed 
in solving the dispersion equation (3.1). 

2lThis estimate pertains to a Gaussian correlation function /l'(r) = 
exp(-r2/U). In the case of a non-Gaussian but analytic function lY'(r), 

the estimate remains exponential as before. 
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4. The preceding two items pertain to the case of 
uncorrelated successive reflections of the electron, 
when the inequality (3.7) is satisfied. Let us consider 
now the inverse limiting case of strong correlation 

l aq.-1~. 8q, L (3.18) 

Then the function W(p- q) is "sharp" (~q ~ ~p 
~ 27Tfl/L) and we can confine ourselves in the sum (3.6) 
to a single term, while the limits of integration with 
respect to dqz can be regarded as infinite. The integral 
in the sense of principal value turns out to be exponen
tially small (and not in accord with a power law, as 
inl 81 ) the more the inequalities (3.18) are satisfied, so 
that for M(p) we obtain 

z - 'L -
M(p) =- i:, J dq,W(Sq,,q,) =- i; ·~ J w(p)dp, 

~ -oo ~ 0 

~· = 1 + e', e = aq.n I aq,. 
(3.19) 

Substituting this expression in formula (3.3) we arrive 
at the following result: 

k.a'L -
lle =- ili!J-,-s w(p)dp. 

2~ <ps o 
(3.20) 

The inequalities (3.18) can be transformed with the 
aid of relations (2.17), (3.8), and (3.12) to the form 

L~A, A,= 2...:!!.:<p. (3.21) 
eH 

Here Az is the distance traversed by the electron along 
the z axis between two successive collisions. We see 
that (3.21) are equivalent to the requirement 
L ~ (A 2 + A~) 112 = Ar,. In other words, formula (3.20) 
was obtained under the condition that the distance be
tween neighboring points of reflection of the electron 
from the surface of the metal is much smaller than the 
correlation radius of the roughnesses. 

It follows from (3.20) that the damping is propor
tional to L in this limiting case, whereas the inequali
ties (3.18) do not impose an upper limit on the correla
tion radius. The required limitations are obtained from 
the condition implied in the derivation of (3.19) 

I 8W(O, q,) 
W(O, q,)!~ llq.n aq. 

which leads to inequality 

(aL)'!8n~'<r;;; 1. (3.22) 

For a given limitation on L, the smearing of the levels 
(3.20) is always much smaller than the distance between 
them. 

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

1. The foregoing results were obtained under the 
condition (2.6) (kxa) 2 ~ 1, which can be satisfied as a 
rule only for skipping electrons. Indeed, for typical 
metals k = ...j2m~/il. ~ 108 cm-1 , so that for cp ~ 1 the 
indicated inequality is violated even for roughnesses of 
atomic dimensions. Therefore in the discussion of the 
results we shall pay principal attention to the skipping 
electrons for which cp ~ 1. For simplicity we assume 
that the energy of motion of the electron in a plane per
pendicular to the magnetic field, 77flil = ~- p~/2m, is 

of the order of the Fermi energy ~F- From (2.17) at 
small glancing angles cp we obtain the following quan
tization condition: 

[ 3n liQ ( 1 ) ] ''• sin <p" ~ cp" = - -- n -- ro H'l•. 
, 2 e, 4 (4.1) 

Let us investigate the dependence of the level shift 
and damping on the magnetic field H, bearing in mind 
that for typical metals kL ~ 1. Weak magnetic fields 

(HI H,)'<r;;; (kL)-'[3n(n- '/,)]-', (4.2) 

where Ho = 2 v'2-hck2/ e correspond to extremely small 
glancing angles cp~ ~ 2/kL. Substituting the asymptotic 
expression (3.15b) for the reflection coefficient V in 
formula (3.10), we obtain the shift and width of the 
levels: 

Relle=-lmlle=ka'V :L r(!)nQroH. (4.3) 

Here and henceforth the values of the numerical coeffi
cients are given for iT(r) = exp(-r2/e). 

With increasing magnetic field, the glancing angle 'Pn 
increases and becomes larger than (2/kL) 112• We as
sume, on the other hand, that the magnetic field is 
sufficiently small to satisfy the inequality (3.14), i.e., 

(kL)-'[3:rr(n- '/,)]-'<r;;; (H /Ho)'<r;;; (kL)-'[3n(n-'/.)]. (4.4) 

Then, using formula (3.15a), we obtain for the level 
width 

(4.5) 

We see that in the indicated interval of magnetic fields 
(4.4) the damping is 'Pn ...fkL » 1 times larger than in 
the region (4.2). 

With further increase of H, the distance between two 
successive reflections of the electron becomes smaller 
than the correlation radius L. Therefore in the region 
of magnetic fields 

(kL)-'[3n(n-'/,)] <r;;; (H /H,)'<r;;; (k'aL)-', (4.6) 

corresponding to the inequalities (3.21) and (3.22), the 
damping is determined by formula (3.20) 

. ka'L -y;t li" H' lle =- t--- ,,ro . 
4~' 

(4.7) 

The level width in this case is larger by L/2R1 cpn » 1 
times than in the preceding case (cf. (4.5)). 

Thus, with increasing magnetic field the damping in
creases first linearly, then like H413 L71 , and finally, in 
the region (4.6) of sufficiently strong fields, in propor
tion to H2 • The relation o ~ ro H2 for cylindrical Fermi 
surface was recently obtained by Mertsching and 
Fischbecku51 as a result of application of quantum
mechanical perturbation theory to the scattering prob
lem (Born approximation) 3 >. 

2. The fact that at large correlation radii the damping 
increases linearly with L (formula (3.20) or (4.7)) is at 
first glance quite UIJ.expect.ed. Indeed, with increasing 
L, the surface becomes more gently sloping and the 
scattering of the electrons on it approaches specular. 
This seeming contradiction can be readily eliminated 

3>we are grateful to the authors of [ 15 ] for the opportunity of be
coming acquainted with their results prior to publication. 
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on the basis of the following simple geometrical con
sideration. 

When kL » 1 and cp2 » 2/kL, the change of the 
,glancing angle cp in the collision of an electron with the 
interface can be neglected, since the reflection takes 
place from a locally flat surface. In other words, the 
electron remains in the same quantum state, and the 
role of the roughnesses reduces to a change in the 
phase of the wave function by an amount 2kx~ (rs) when 
the electron collides with the boundary at the point rs. 
After N collisions with the surface, the wave function 
of the electron acquires the form 

N 

ljJ = ljl0 exp [ 2ik, .E ~(r,)], (4.8) 
s=l 

where ~ 0 is the wave function of the unperturbed prob
lem(~= 0). 

If successive reflections of the electron are not 
correlated (3.14), i.e., Irs- rs + 1 1 ;::: A » L, then the 
random quantities ~ (r s) are independent, making it 
possible to write 

( exp [ 2ik, ts(r,)]) = (exp(2ik,(;) )N = e-•<•.•J'N. (4. 9) 
a==l 

We have assumed here that ~ (r) has a normal distribu
tion. For (kxa) 2 << 1, the average wave function decrea
ses appreciably at N » 1. In this case the number of 
collisions during the time t is equal to 

N = Qt/2cp 

and for the average wave function we have 

(ljl) = ljl, exp [ -(k,cr)' ~ t]. 

(4.10) 

(4.11) 

Thus, the relaxation time of the surface electronic 
states T, due to scattering by the rough boundary, turns 
out to be 

( 4.12) 

This result coincides exactly with formulas (3.10) and 
(3.15a), which were obtained from the microscopic 
theory. 

In the opposite limiting case (3.21), when L » Al;, 
successive reflections cannot be regarded as indepen
dent. The random quantities qr s) and ~ (r s + 11) (the 

heights of the roughnesses of the s-th and s + v-th re
flection points) then correlate if lvl:s vo = L/Al;. As
suming for estimates that the correlation function is in 
the form of a step 

Jl?(r) = 1 for r <Land Jl?(r) = 0 for r > L, 

we can transform the phase ~ in (4.8) into 
N nj+Yo n 

.Es(r.) = .E .E £(r,) = 2v,_E s(r;). 
a=t J=l •=i-v0 J=t 

(4.13) 

Here n = N/2v0 is the number of independent groups of 
intercorrelated reflection points, and the quantities ~ (rj) 
are in this case independent. Therefore averaging over 
the wave function of the electron can be carried out in 
the same manner as in (4.9), as a result of which we 
obtain 

('¢) = '¢o exp[-4(ki<J)'v,N]. (4.14) 

When (kxa) 2 vo « 1 we can use for N formula (4.10). 

From this we get for the relaxation time 

~ = _ ImAile = 2(k.cr)' LQ . 
,; n A,cp 

( 4.15) 

This formula is in full accord with the previously ob
tained result (3.20), if it is recognized that for the as-

oo 

sumed model we have jw(p)dp = 1. 
0 

3. The influence of the rough boundary on the damp-
ing of the magnetic surface levels was investigated ex
perimentally by Koch and Murrayl4 l on samples of tin 
and gallium for small electronic groups (k ~ 105 cm-1) 

at characteristic roughness dimensions a ~ 10-5 em and 
L ~ 10-3 em. The inequalities (4.6) are satisfied in this 
case for fields of the order of several Oe up to 
H ::; 20 Oe, which should lead to a quadratic dependence 
of the level widths on the magnetic field in accord with 
formula (4.7). In weaker fields, when the left-hand 
inequality in (4.6) is violated, the width of the levels 
(4.5) is proportional to H413 • These results are in quali
tative agreement with the data ofl4 J. 

In the case of small values k ;:S 105 cm-1 and small
scale roughnesses of the interface, the inequality 
kL « 1 may be satisfied. Then the width shift of the 
levels are determined by formulas (3.10) and (3.15c). 
This case may be of definite interest in that respect 
that the level shift 

- ka' 
Re lle = l'n£hQ ro H (4.16) 

is much larger than their width 

-Im.Se = 'f,(ka)'(kL)'hQroH, (4.17) 

and the dependence on the magnetic field is linear. 
In conclusion we note that in all the cases considered 

by us the scattering of the electrons by the surface 
hardly differed from specular-this is precisely the 
meaning of the limitations under which lc5 t: I 
« I t:n + 1 - t:n 1. In the opposite limiting case of diffuse 
scattering, as shown inl7l, the damping reaches its 
maximum value 

hQ 
lle =-i--N H'", 

2cpn 
( 4.18) 

which is comparable with the distance between the 
levels. The spectrum of the surface electronic states 
is in this case practically continuous. 

The authors are deeply grateful to E. A. Kaner, at 
whose initiative this work was performed, and for 
numerous discussions of the results. We are grateful 
also to F. G. Bass, who read the manuscript and made 
a number of useful remarks. 
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